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Oppgavenummer Fasit

1 Washing clothes (bilde 1)

2 Photographer (bilde 4)

3 Juggler (bilde 4)

4 An interrupted game

5 Mischievous

6 An imported ingredient

7 Eco-friendly

8 Acidic sweets

9 She felt embarrassed.

10 A job opportunity

11 Shampoo origins

12 To remind

13
1. Timetable changes
2. He thinks it is exaggerated.
3. They exchanged opinions.

14

1. Speed
2. Precision
3. Strength
4. Balance
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5. Stamina

15

Environmental activism: –
Political engagement: Print
The outdoors: TV
Humanitarian work: Internet

16
Place the shoes in front of the biggest cushion on
the couch (i midten av bildet).

17 Place the pizza on the waiter's trey.

18 A friendly dog

19 Taking photos can be dangerous.

20 They are raising money.

21
1. A whim leads to success
2. Pismo inspired children to learn how to surf.

22
1. It is expected to be a landmark.
2. Huge meteorite discovered in ground

23 liquid

24 urge

25 Endure

26 Angela

27 Mrs Gibbs

28 Linda

29 Claire

30

tre godkjente svar:
be done
be undertaken
be completed

31

To godkjente svar:

could not

couldn't

32
1. as
2. was
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3. no

33

1. Just imagine the shock and betrayal we felt the
following morning, waking up to find that the
game suddenly wasn't where we had left off. I still
can't...
2. I have forgiven her, of course. She's still at it,
playing with us, but also her own games on the
computer. The fun thing...
3. For instance, my grandmother and my sister
always have equal amounts of fun when they sit
down to play together. Even my friends...
4. Most of their mums don't like their gaming, and
all they hear, over and over again, is that they've
been gaming too much and for too long. It's
refreshing...

5. I honestly think that if parents stopped
nagging, and instead met their teenagers with
kindness, open-mindedness, and tolerance,
they could...
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